We review data relating to the epidemiology of influenza that point to the incorrectness of a simple contagion model for its propagation. The incidence rates are found to be patchy over distance scales ranging from hundreds of metres to hundreds of kilometers, strongly suggesting a connection with meteorological and atmospheric phenomena. Figure 1. Histogram showing the distribution ofattack rate among independent schools in England and Wales during the 1977/78 pandemic
Influenza -evidence against contagion: discussion paper F Hoyle KB We review data relating to the epidemiology of influenza that point to the incorrectness of a simple contagion model for its propagation. The incidence rates are found to be patchy over distance scales ranging from hundreds of metres to hundreds of kilometers, strongly suggesting a connection with meteorological and atmospheric phenomena. At the end of the last century most medical practitioners took it for granted that influenza could not be fully reconciled with the idea of contagion alone. Although some physicians thought the disease might well be contagious over localized regions, person-toperson spread was considered an unlikely mechanism to operate over relatively large geographical areas. The extensive epidemiological data that was available at School ofMathematics, University of Wales College the time was interpreted by Charles Creighton to support his hypothesis of a 'miasma' descending over the land. Whilst such a concept was admittedly vague by its very nature, the connection with some form of meteorological phenomenon was strongly suggested by the data itself. Our own recent ideas 2 • 3 relating to these matters may be seen to be analogous to Creighton's point of view if the word 'miasma' were to be replaced by the phrase 'viruses from space'.
Although Creighton's conclusions were based mainly on his analysis of influenza epidemics which occurred in 1833, 1837 and 1847, this data was not significantly different from epidemiological evidence that has accumulated in subsequent years. Our own attempts to model the 1977/78 influenza epidemic in schools in England and Wales left us in little doubt as to the validity of a 'miasma-type' meteorological model. The viral particles (or particles that served as an active trigger) were required in this model-to be introduced at the top of the stratosphere and to be brought down worldwide to ground level by meteorological processes. Figure 1 shows the distribution of attack rates amongst the many schools we studied showing a broad spread with a pronounced peak occurring towards the lowest attack rates. Contagion models would normally be expected to produce a histogram with the high attack rates occurring more frequently. The precise value of the attack rate in a given school in our survey was determined by its geographical location rather than by any other clearly identifiable factor. High attack rates tended to be prevalant in schools occupying open sites, while city centre schools (eg in London) tended to have low attack rates.
The convective transport of minute quantities of viral-type aerosol particles through the atmosphere would inevitably lead to a patchiness of incidence at ground level. Such patchiness would be discernible over a wide range of distance scales, from hundreds of kilometers to tens of metres. Patchiness of incidence Some years ago Hope-Simpson and Sutherland" and Hope-Simpson" had reached an identical conclusion by studying the distribution of influenza attack rates in a household context. Hope-Simpson-defined a set of households by the condition that one member succumbs initially to influenza A. He then observed the subsequent fates of other members of these households to find that they had no greater chance of contracting the disease than the population at large during the epidemic. A similar survey was carried out more recently by Watkins" for acute upper respiratory tract disease in a set offamilies in a Newport, Gwent general practice leading to essentially the same result.
Hope-Simpson-had also noted a phase variation in the occurrence of influenza across the continent of Africa over the period 1950-51, while we ourselveshave assembled in Figure 3 the data issued by Public Health Authorities in Sweden, Sri Lanka and Melbourne, Australia over periods ranging from 5 years to more than a decade. A seasonal effect, presumably involving winter downdraught phenomena, is seen from Figure 3 in the data embracing the two geographical hemispheres.
We have chosen to show the data for Sweden rather than Britain, not because there is any important difference between Sweden and Britain, but to bring out the point that the simple physical cold of winter is not a relevant factor. Sweden has a very cold winter, whereas Melbourne has a clement winter not much cooler than a Swedish summer. If simple exposure to cold were important, the effect would long since have been demonstrated under controlled conditions in the laboratory which it has not. With several new subtypes arising globally in the decade under inspection, and with the frequency of air travel between Europe and Australia it is indeed surprising to find epidemics confined so sharply within seasonal limits over the two hemispheres. Transmission alone clearly cannot explain this data.
Further evidence in the same direction emerged from a study ofthe data for influenza in Japan which we now describe. Japan is remarkable in having high standards of medical documentation and a population density that shows an exceedingly wide contrast from cities to rural districts. Through the good offices of Professor S Yabushita we were supplied with annual influenza notification rates in each of 47 prefectures (administrative units) into which the country is on a distance scale of hundreds of metres was indeed evident in the data for English and Welsh boarding schools in our 1977nS study. This pattern is seen most clearly in the data for Eton College-which is displayed in Figure 2 . Here a mean attack rate of 35% was distributed amongst the several school houses in such a way that some houses had case numbers representing 3 or 4 standard deviations above the mean expected value while others had case numbers implying 3-6 standard deviations below. Similar results were obtained in numerous other schools in our survey". The data was clearly inconsistent with a simple ease-to-case transmission model. NB, Adjacent prefecture numbers refer to physically contiguous prefectures population density prefectures and low population density prefectures show precisely the same effect, an effect which again is markedly inconsistent with a contagion model. Figure 4 shows the influenza notification rate us population density in the prefectures of Japan over a period of 3 years. If the conventional contagion theory is valid to any significant degree one would expect to find a systematic increase of case rate with population density. The result seen in Figure 4 shows the reverse to be true: the attack rates, on the average, decrease with increasing population density. An admittedly unorthodox model was proposed by us in 1977 to explain the facts relating to the epidemiology of'influenza". The model was connected with much wider issues concerning the origin and evolution of terrestrial life in which we argued that comets played a crucial role 8 -1O • The improbability of a first origin of life on the Earth led us to consider the hypothesis of life being a cosmic rather than a purely terrestrial phenomenon. Subsequent evidence from the spectral properties of cosmic dust showed that this dust was spectroscopically indistinguishable from dessicated bacteria studied under laboratory conditions!'. Similarly, studies of Comets Halley and Wilson had yielded data that was remarkably consistent with biological compositions for cometary dust 12 -14 • The data came from in situ mass spectroscopy of Comet Halley carried out using instruments aboard the Giotto satellite, as well as from infrared spectroscopy. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the 3-4 /-tm infrared data for Comet Halley compared with the predictions for two models: (a) an abiotic organic model, (b) a bacterial organic model. The dashed curve on the right-hand panel includes the effect of aromatic molecules which arise as degradation products of bacteria. The bacterial models clearly show better agreement with the data than the abiotic model. The idea of comets periodically introducing biologically active particles at the top of the stratosphere would thus seem to have acquired a measure of independent empirical support. 
divided", We also have estimates of the total population densities in each of these prefectures. Notification rates are only a small fraction of the total case rates, but on the average, a direct proportionality between these two indices would be expected to hold. Table 1 shows the relevant data for these prefectures over 5 years. We note that the incidence rates are exceedingly patchy from one prefecture to the next, demonstrating an 'Eton College' -type effect occurring over distance scales of -100 km, Both high 
